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Yaruipam Muivah, Alessandro Stanziani 

Forced Labour at the Frontier of Empires: Manipur and the French Congo, 1890-1914. 

Debates about abolition of slavery have essentially focused on two interrelated questions: 1) 

whether nineteenth and early twentieth century abolitions were a major breakthrough 

compared to previous centuries (or even millennia) in the history of humankind during which 

bondage had been the dominant form of labour and human condition. 2) whether they express 

an action specific to western bourgeoisie and liberal civilization. It is true that the number of 

abolitionist acts and the people concerned throughout the extended nineteenth century (1780-

1914) had no equivalent in history: 30 million Russian peasants, half a million slaves in Saint-

Domingue in 1790, four million slaves in the US in 1860, another million in the Caribbean (at 

the moment of the abolition of 1832-40), a further million in Brazil in 1885 and 250,000 in 

the Spanish colonies were freed during this period. Abolitions in Africa at the turn of the 

nineteenth century have been estimated to involve approximately seven million people.1 

Yet this argument has been criticized by those who have argued that the abolitionist legal acts 

take into consideration neither the important rate of manumission and purchase of freedom in 

Islamic societies, in areas such as Africa, south-east Asia and the Ottoman empire2, nor the 

important rate of manumission in Russia and Brazil prior to general abolition, nor the legal 

and social constraints on freed slaves and serfs. 

The question is whether these legal tools benefited to emancipated slaves and new indentured 

immigrants or only to local and/or colonial elites.  We intend to answer this question and put 

under discussion its main terms: the state, labour, and rights. Instead of the nation state, we 

strongly put at the front stage the role of the Empire; instead of the a-historical opposition 

between free and unfree labor we stress their historical co-evolution and definitions; instead 

of abstract rights we look for law in action and concrete distribution of rights and obligations 

inside and between the Empires.3  Thus, this article seeks to provide answers which go 
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beyond these standard oppositions between “before” and “after” the abolition, on the one 

hand, and between the “West” and “the rest” on the other hand. We will stress interrelations 

in terms of the circulation of ideas and the economic and social dynamics between various the 

core and the frontiers of the French and the British Empires in Asia and Africa. Within this 

broader context, abolitions at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries look particular 

if compared to previous movements: the European societies were moving to high 

industrialization, the second industrial revolution, the welfare state and finance and in this 

perspective new imperialism was related much less to sugar and cotton than to rubber and 

minerals. Yet, technical difficulties were still much important, in particular in Central Africa, 

and therefore geo-political stakes played a central role, while, unlike former abolitionism, 

public opinion did not produce massive movements, even in Britain. In particular, we will 

focus our attention to two frontier colonies: the French Congo and Manipur. While the 

abolition of slavery in Sudan, Senegal and Guinea and FWA (French West Africa)4 in general 

has been widely explored,5 the process in the French Congo and FEA (French Equatorial 

Africa)6 has received less attention (apart from studies such as those by Catherine Coquery-

Vidrovitch).7 Capital and concession companies were the main focus. We will start from these 
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works but we will put the accent on labour while seeking to introduce the Congo experience 

into a comparative and global perspective. In particular, we will study the case of Manipur, in 

North-East of India. Like the French Congo, this area as well made the object of scanty 

works.8 Progressively annexed by the British at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, the absence of natural resources was not attractive to the British economically but 

the abundant supply of labour (in the form of various forced labour) and her strategic 

geographical location, sandwiched between the British territory of Assam and the expanding 

imperial Burmese empire meant that controlling the State became a very important issue for 

the British imperial interest. 

In the major debates in Indian and African studies, some stressed the hypocrisy of the colonial 

state regarding its real aim, i.e. to exploit bonded labour; others took the opposite position, 

arguing that colonial officials were motivated by genuine antislavery feelings and it was only 

the impotence of the colonial state that limited this impetus.9 In both cases, the question 

concerned the strength and power of the colonial state.  

James Scott emphasized the role of the nation state and the attempts by state officials in a 

wide variety of contexts.10 However,  contrary to Scott’s argument, his ideal types (city-states, 

Asian despotic states, European nation states) often evolved according to colonial, not just 

national realities and second, the effort to translate models into practices was hindered by the 

weakness of colonial administrations and actively opposed by local populations.  

In this sense, Scott’s elaboration of Schendel’s Zomia and its people is one of the few works 

which tries to gives the idea of frontier and its people from the ‘frontier’ itself, although this is 

also done through the voices and writing of the ‘frontiersmen’ (here in the American sense of 

the term) who happens to have a different voice.11 Scott’s work has generated a lot of lively 

debate among many scholars, and in the process much praise has been accorded for the 
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originality of the theory. At the same time, many scholars who have worked with specific 

region within the Zomia have also questioned the validity of his theory for specific 

tribes/people and how it has been over generalized.12 Scholars who have studied the North-

East India (which happened to be included in the Zomia) have also come out with some of the 

problems of including this part of India in his characterisation of Zomia.13 Though the term 

‘Zomia’ was conceived from one of the tribe of the North-East Frontier, many of the 

propositions he makes does not find its fullest expressions by the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century among many of the frontier tribes in the North-East Frontier.14 Unlike Scott, we refer 

to Empire instead of nation states and we use zomia as a heuristic to discuss the construction 

of Empires, rights, and labour. From this standpoint, frontiers of the Empire do not refer 

necessarily to hills in south-east Asia, but also to central Africa and similar places (the far 

north, for instance) which were hard to penetrate and exploit and where violence and coercion 

persisted well beyond the official abolition of slavery. 

 

Slavery and Abolition in British Africa: transplanting India to Africa... 

Debates on African and colonial history tend to focus on the transformation of polities, 

labour, societies, and economies under European “imperialism.” The abolition of slavery,15 

the relationship between direct and indirect rule,16 and the economic dimension of empire17 are 

among the most common themes. Discussions concern the relative strength of “local” and 
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“colonial” actors and institutions,18 the tensions especially between domination and local 

agency, and the costs and benefits of the Empire.19   

We intend to take some of these topics into consideration here, notably the importance 

of the labour question and of African agency. Abolition was not an indigenous African 

concept: masters could free slaves through manumission, and slaves could sometimes redeem 

themselves. In most cases, manumissions were extremely important, especially in Islamic 

areas.  In some Muslim, societies freed slaves became hereditary clients, while in non-Muslim 

societies slave origins were remembered when it came to questions of marriage, inheritance, 

and rituals.20   Instead, full-scale abolition was a Western European idea, although it took 

different forms in Britain, France, the Netherlands, Spain and Portugal.21 Each European 

power therefore exported its own idea or ideas of what abolition and freedom meant.  The 

British began by fighting against the slave trade, as they had done in the Atlantic world almost 

a century earlier. They focused their efforts on the slave trade in the trans-Saharan region and 

the Red Sea, but gradually enlarged their scope of action to the Gold Coast and other western 

parts of Africa, and then down to the Cape Coast. Colonial methods, competition between 

colonial states and the weight of humanitarian motives compared with political and economic 

goals were the underlying issues. British officials sought to avoid confrontation with Islamic 

authorities, chiefly regarding the practice of concubines, which was left intact; Islamic 

customary law was invoked to justify its legitimacy. A number of British colonial elites were 

of the opinion that control of the colonies should be achieved through agreements with local 

chiefs, whereas a sudden abolition of all forms of dependency described as slavery might 

bring about the collapse of local economies and societies and hence of imperial authority.22 

From the start, as regards slavery, and not just the slave trade, British leaders explicitly took 

India as a model. In Africa, as in India, sovereignty, colonial rule and slavery were 

interconnected. In 1866, Zanzibar was made “so far as concerns the administration of justice 
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to British subjects, a part of Her Majesty’s Indian Empire.”23 The subsequent extension of 

Indian law into continental Africa was a result of the expansion of British power from 

Zanzibar into the interior.24 A subsequent order in council from the Foreign Office confirmed 

this outcome and some twenty Indian acts were introduced in different parts of British Africa. 

These Indian laws and procedures were not turned into British rules but coexisted with 

“native customs” and Islamic law. Thus, the Protectorate Court sitting in Mombasa, which 

could appeal to Zanzibar and its subordinate courts, exercised jurisdiction over all British and 

non-British protected subjects, as well as nationals of foreign countries. The Native Courts, 

whether presided over by tribal chiefs, headmen, or British officials, were meant to enforce 

“native custom.” As in India, the adoption of legal codes in Africa followed the principle of 

indirect rule. In India indirect rule emerged first in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, and then again in response to the Sepoy mutiny. The British adopted the same 

principle in Africa, where Henry Maine’s approach found a staunch supporter in Frederick 

Lugard.25 During this period, local forms of slavery were considered “mild,” as they had been 

in India almost a century earlier, compared with “real” (chattel) slavery and were quite often 

described as domestic dependency.26  Lugard himself stressed the difference between 

domestic and chattel slavery (the former prevented idleness). When he arrived in Buganda in 

December 1890, he therefore declared it was necessary to avoid any direct interference in 

slaveholding and abolition (a source of chaos).27 In his opinion, slaves should be emancipated 

only in places under direct protectorate rule like Zanzibar.  

These views gradually changed: in the Gold Coast, an ordinance forbidding 

slaveholding was issued in 1874, whereas in several other areas this did not become the 

accepted attitude until the 1880s. Tolerance of local practices of bondage came under attack 

for two main reasons: First, they had been adopted for pragmatic purposes, namely, to 

collaborate with local chiefs in managing the colonies and recruiting labour. Neither aim was 

achieved inasmuch as the collaboration was limited, and the chiefs failed to provide the labour 

force required (by the colonial state as well as by private companies) while continuing their 

slave traffic. Change did take place when the British abolitionist movement escalated its 
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campaign against African practices and British tolerance.28 The Protestant movement in 

Britain and missionaries in Africa intensified their actions. As in previous cases of abolition, 

humanitarian aims, religion, moral values and economic interests converged in support of the 

radical abolition of slavery itself and not merely the slave trade. Evangelical philanthropy 

allied with “Burkean” colonial abolitionism to eradicate all forms of slavery in Africa. Yet it 

was the mistreatment and murder of people subjected to slavery rather than the desire to 

abolish slavery per se that finally spurred them to act. They received the backing of a third 

movement asserting “the elementary rights of humanity.” This movement comprised workers’ 

unions, the Aborigines’ Protection Society, and groups of British merchants who defended the 

principle of trading directly with “natives” without the colonial state acting as middleman. 

From this standpoint, free trade and free labour were joined together, exactly as labour unions 

combined anti-colonialism and local workers’ rights.  

This political reorientation created a dilemma for colonial officials: How could they reconcile 

maintaining law and order with the political necessity of defending humanitarianism? The 

reactions and timing varied from one colony to another, even though a general trend was at 

work. With the support of the anti-slavery movements in Britain, the colonial administration 

and the public blamed the “barbaric and backward” attitudes of the Africans, who were 

accused of enslaving their fellow Africans. This argument was used to justify the “civilizing 

mission” of this or that European country and furnished the basis for discussions between 

Great Britain, France, Germany and Belgium at the Brussels conference convened in 1889 to 

define the criteria for partitioning Africa. All the participants strongly advocated the 

introduction of free labour, order and discipline.29 This process was supposed to take place in 

two stages (once the territory was occupied, of course): First, slaves would be freed and then a 

genuine labour market would be set up. Yet the Brussels Act of 1890 left procedures against 

slavery to the discretion of each imperial power. Great Britain took an extreme position with 

regard to both stages: It pushed much harder than the other powers for the abolition of the 

slave trade; it adopted a far more careful attitude towards the abolition of slavery by using 

“the case of India” as an example; and, at the same time, it kept its Masters and Servants Acts 

alive in its new African acquisitions as the foundation and expression of “free” labour much 

longer than the other colonial powers. It was therefore up to the colonial state to determine the 

measures best suited to facilitating the transition to a free labour market, while simultaneously 

guaranteeing that order would be maintained. The transplantation of anti-vagrancy laws and 
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the Masters and Servants Acts to Africa were their response to this dilemma. This helps to 

explain the attention that European authorities devoted to labour rules after emancipation. 

Europeans, and the British in particular, needed manpower for their companies and firms, 

colonial state infrastructures and public works, as well as military recruits and household 

servants. Despite the denunciation of new colonial forms of slavery by missionary critics,30 in 

many British and French areas (Ubangi-Shari, Coastal Guinea, Sudan, Somalia, Northern 

Nigeria),31 fugitive slaves, “vagrants” (i.e. freed slaves with no official contract of 

employment) and “disguised slaves” freed by the colonial authorities were still captured and 

eventually re-enslaved.32 Several measures were adopted to increase the supply of labour force 

and orient it towards colonial instead of local actors: raising the amount of taxes to be paid in 

labour; economic policies unfavourable to local economies such as mandatory low crop 

prices, specific crops required, etc.33 Passes limited free labour mobility, while access to 

higher-paid jobs was limited for Africans. In fact, the colonial officers were firmly convinced 

the African continent could not be developed unless Africans learned they were not free to 

choose where, when and how to work.  A campaign was launched against vagrancy, theft, 

alcoholism and interpersonal violence; the goal was not only to control African labour, but 

also to promote labour discipline for the benefit of the black elites.34 Within these broader 

approaches, which more or less common to the various areas in Africa, concrete policies 

varied from one place to another inside each empire (British policies were different in 

Zanzibar, Kenya, the Cap and the Gold Coast) and between empires, although trans-imperial 

commonalities also occurred. Kenya and Southern Rhodesia, like Portuguese Angola and 

French Algeria, gave priority to a cheap supply of manual labour, direct forms of taxation and 

pre-emptive rights over land granted to white settlers.  

Here we find a major shift compared to earlier periods in the relationship between labour 

institutions in Britain and its colonies. Until the last quarter of the nineteenth century, colonial 

practices and institutions of free labour had been an extension of mainland institutions, in 

particular of the Masters and Servants Acts, apprenticeship and vagrancy rules. In the 

colonies, they were extreme variants of those in Britain, with even more statutory and 

procedural inequalities between masters and servants (or indentured immigrants). Henceforth, 
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the creation of Masters and Servants Acts in Africa no longer meant transplanting and locally 

adapting British rules, but a deliberate decision to impose specific legislation considered 

outmoded in the home country. The new Masters and Servants Acts were adopted in Africa 

precisely at the moment when they were repealed in Britain (1875). In this case, the civilizing 

mission was based on two judgments: that Africans must be educated (and the law served this 

purpose), but at the same time, they were backward in their development and therefore old 

British rules rather than contemporary ones were more appropriate for the African context.35 

As a result, unlike the previous colonial period, following the repeal of the Masters and 

Servants Acts in Britain and the emergence of the welfare state, the path of labour and 

freedom in the colonies (especially African) diverged from the one in mainland Britain. While 

British workers in Britain were enjoying increasing protection and welfare, labouring people 

in the colonies still were under unequal labour and legal rules. From this perspective, welfare 

and its national orientation intensified rather than reduced inequalities within the Empire and 

among labouring people in particular.36 

 

.... and Back: from Africa to Manipur 

Manipur emerged from the Seven Years Devastation37 (1819-1826) with her population 

almost reduced to a handful thousand (about 3000 adults) from about 4-6 lakh before the 

Burmese invasion,38 and her land desolated. Many of the Manipuris escaped to Cachar and the 

British territory of Sylhet. There in Cachar, many Manipuris were kidnapped or stolen and 

sold as slaves in Sylhet, while many Manipuris in Sylhet, constrained by distress, sold their 

children into slavery.39 The majority of the population were taken as captives by the Burmese 

and made slaves and dispersed to the various parts of the Burmese Kingdom.40 The Indian 

Law Commissioner on Slavery reports the number of Manipuris detained as slaves in the 

district of Arracan and Chittagong to about 3,000 or 4,000.41 So when Manipur was finally 

free from the Burmese occupation in 1826 with the help of the East India Company, her 
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population was a few thousand and she needed men to repopulate the valley and labour to 

rebuild the kingdom from scratch.  

The process of rebuilding started almost immediately after the signing of the Treaty of 

Yandaboo in 1826. Gambhir Singh, the Raja of Manipur took up the process of rebuilding the 

country at the same time he subjugated and brought most of the hill tribes under control 

before his death in early 1834, a policy also followed by his uncle and successor Nara Singh. 

Many of the hill tribes subjugated were forced to come down to the valley and work.42 The 

Raja also forced many of the fugitives Manipuris in the hill to come down to the valley and 

resettled them again.43 More subjects under the Raja meant more labour and taxes to 

reconstruct his capital. 

The British were not silent observer in these developments, but most of the military 

expedition to subjugate, and in the process, of making captive slave, were done not only in the 

presence of British officials, but with an active participation of the British officials and the 

government’s support which continued till the mid-nineteenth century.44 Manipur was not a 

rich princely kingdom, but in the geo-politics of the nineteenth century with the Burmese 

empire rapidly expanding towards its north-west, its position was crucial for the defence of 

not only the British province of Bengal but also the newly acquired territory of Assam where 

tea was also recently discovered. Manipur also played other important role as the kingdom 

with its army supported by the British were crucial in checking discontents and raids in the 

region.45  For these reasons a strong and stable princely state was necessary and in the process 

the British overlooked many of the violence and atrocities committed by the state. 

The lack of money and resources were substituted by man power in the form of 

coerced/forced labour, which were used extensively in every imaginable way. In pre-colonial 

Manipur, slavery (both chattel and bonded) along with lallup, a forced labour system where 
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every male subject between the age of 16-60 years were made to give free labour for ten days 

in every forty days, totalling about 90 days a year to the State, and tributary labour from the 

hill people formed an important function that met most of the needs of the State.  

The colonial officers posted in Manipur did not make much of a distinction between chattel 

and bonded slaves but no doubt recognize the differences. Most of the chattel slaves were 

owned by the Raja and a minority of them were owned by the royal family, high officials, and 

the priestly class whom the Rajah had given as present in in time of marriage (in case of the 

royal family) or for their service to the State. These chattel slaves were the absolute property 

of the owner and could be given or sold as the owner pleased. Most of these chattel slaves 

were settled by the Rajah in separate community and they were also liable to be called up for 

lallup and also cultivated the land they got for serving in the lallup in addition to cultivating 

the land of the Raja and doing other works for the Raja.46 Compared to the bonded slaves, the 

slaves in possession by the Rajah seemed to be more independent as they lived in their own 

houses and when not working for the Rajah carried on with their own life. 

The bonded slaves in pre-colonial Manipur were mostly in the possession of the private 

individuals. Most of these bonded slaves had fallen to their present status due to debt. With 

the signing of the Treaty of Yandaboo, 1826, raiding expedition for slaves had been checked 

on both sides and the British had discouraged the enslavement of the hill tribes.47 The coming 

of the British had initiated the use of money in an unprecedented way and had penetrated 

deeply in both the valley society and the hill communities of the state. Very soon many of the 

tribal communities in their traditional marriage began to include demands for more material 

things and money, and many to meet the demand fell into debt. There are no records by the 

British or the Manipur authority on the number of bonded slaves in pre-colonial Manipur but 

many of the rich and influential families had one or more, and at times these bonded slaves 

were sent as substitute for the master’s lallup.48 The bonded slaves were generally treated well 

but they seemed to be exploited badly at the same time. They live in the same house as the 

master and depended on the master for food, cloths, and shelter. 
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Bonded slaves were of two kinds in Manipur - minai and asalba, which Captain Gordon in his 

dictionary published in 1837 described as bondman, but the term minai is also used to 

describe slave in the same dictionary indicating that the Manipuris did not distinguish much 

between the two.49 Theoretically, the bonded slaves were in the service of the master for such 

term as they could repay the money they had taken. But in practice, they remained bonded 

forever as the interest on the money they first took kept on piling up and remained in debt for 

perpetuity. Even the children born to such person also became the property of the master, and 

in the long run they also became chattel slaves but in the possession of private individuals. 

Forced labour in pre-colonial Manipur were rampant both in the valley and the hill areas. 

Many colonial officers have used the term ‘slave like’ for the inhabitants of the valley which 

they say the Rajah could do whatever he liked with them and any kind of work could be 

extracted from them. This, in a way was somewhat true as the Rajah by various means could 

make any of his subjects perform any duty he wished. But the people who performed the 

forced labour lived a very different life from those in slavery. They were not dependent on the 

Raja for their existence and their only connection with the Rajah was only when they went to 

report for their service. In the case of some distant hill tribes, unlike the slaves in the valley, 

they were very independent. Forced labour was given for a limited number of days in a year 

and in case of the number of days being extended further than the stipulated time, the labour 

was bound to be compensated. In the case of slavery this was not so, as the master was the 

absolute owner of the slaves when under his possession.  

The scarcity of ‘voluntary’ labour was a serious problem in the state, particularly because the 

wet rice cultivation was basically labour intensive and the Manipuri Raja solved this problem 

through the lallup system.50 In exchange for land the Raja got labour, taxes, tribute, etc. But 

power was not exclusively derived from owning land, but how he utilized his taxes and 

labour. Power begets more power and the king of Manipur was no exception to this. In pre-

colonial Manipur, corvée performed by the inhabitants of the valley, slavery, and tributary 

labour by the hill tribes and the various works performed by the Lois51 were some of the 

important form of labour which kept the country running till the take-over of the 

administration by the British in the last decade of the nineteenth century. These systems 
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formed the backbone of the economic activities till the British took over the administration of 

Manipur in 1892, and in some way continued to play an important role after 1892. 

The British (from Company to Government) had spent most of the nineteenth century 

building relations and trying to open up the state and making Manipur more dependent on 

them British. Construction of roads on grand scale and signing agreements which prohibited 

monopoly by the Raja, free trade and free movement of people, introduction of western 

education, all these were designed to give the British an upper hand in the politics of the 

region. The Raja of Manipur was not blind to the British’s design and many efforts were 

directed to counter the growing influence of the British in the state.  

The late nineteenth century European imperial expansion in Africa and Asia saw the British 

comes to power in the State and the region, and the policy followed by the British in the 

region was one of consolidating their power, and in achieving this, many consolation were 

given to the ruling elites. and One such consolation was the continuation of the use of forced 

labour (including bonded labour). This consolation came at a cost, as the British claiming to 

be the advocate of modern civilization and freedom was criticized by many for allowing such 

practices to be part of their rule. Practices like lallup was abolished and the chattel slaves of 

the Raja and set free with the introduction of the British rule. But along with the abolition of 

lallup, the British also simultaneously expanded the pothang system to include all male 

members of the state.52 The British emancipated the slaves of the Raja (who mostly originated 

as captives in expeditions, and therefore constituted ‘true slaves’) but slavery as a system 

were never attacked and the practice of making and keeping manai (bonded labour) practice 

lingered throughout the colonial period. In the hill areas much of the labour practices 

remained the same under the colonial rule. The British fell back to their old rhetoric that such 

practices were part of the traditional society and that such labour were necessary for the 

stability of the region. 

When the British introduced indirect rule in the region they did so with some pre-conceived 

notion of various tribes in mind. As regard to the British decision to introduced indirect rule, 

D. R. Lyall, the Deputy Commissioner of Chittagong Division, in his note on the future 

management of the South Lushai Hills, date January 2, 1890 wrote “The nature of the people 

is such that for any attempt at governing minutely would be expensive, and our knowledge of 
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the people and their custom is small. I would, therefore, recommend that for the present 

system the government through chiefs should be fully recognized.”53 the British after coming 

to power in Manipur divided the administration of the state into two separate unite - the valley 

under the rule of the Raja (but till 1907 the Political Agent acted as the head of the State in the 

‘interest’ of the minor raja), while the administration of the hill areas was placed directly 

under the administration of the Political Agent. The period between 1891-1907 Gangmumei 

has argued, can be classified as a period of direct British rule as the Political Agent had a free 

hand in all the matters.54 While in the valley the British introduced many changes after 

coming to power, none affected the people more than the decision of the British to introduced 

privatization of land, and the introduction of taxes on land. The administration of the valley 

and the hill was formally separated by the British after coming to power. The Political Agent 

was put in charge of running the hill administration without any other European officer to 

help him in the affairs.  

Manipur comprises more than 90% of what James Scott calls ‘shatter zones or zones of 

refugee’55 and the population making up these ‘zones of refugee’ are the various tribes which 

the British labels “savages’ and ‘primitive’. But Scott says that our received wisdom of what 

‘primitive’ is often a secondary adaptation, their own political choice, adopted by the people 

to evade state making. He writes: "Hill people are best understood as runaway, fugitive, 

maroon communities who have, over the course of two millennia, been fleeing the 

oppressions of state-making projects in the valleys- slavery, conscription, taxes, corvée 

labour, epidemics, and warfare.”56 On the one hand the hill tribes- the Nagas and the Kukis, 

were resisting changes, mostly state making machinery like forced labour and taxation, 

introduced by the Manipur state, and tried to hang on to their old ways, at the same time the 

Manipur state was also resisting the attempt of the British to introduce changes in the state. 

The British after coming to power in 1891 did introduce many changes in the State and many 

of the old practices were abolished. Their campaign against slavery which was not only 

limited to her empire, but on both sides of the Atlantic, but in the Indian sub-continent they 

took a more gentle approach, translating many of the slave system that as mutually beneficial 

to both the master and the slave, and which was necessary for the region.  But they were not 
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so much against the use of forced labour and very well understood the importance of such 

service in the State and the region. Lallup was abolished not so much because the British in 

the region were against the use of forced labour but it was for economic reason that they 

abolished the system. The British could do so because with the abolition of lallup another 

form of forced labour in pothang was resuscitated and expanded and introduced to the general 

population, so therefore the vacuum was immediately filled by another. The British did not 

introduce any new forms of forced labour system after coming to power as this would have 

meant the Government was sanctioning the use of forced labour and this would have ran 

counter narrative to the ‘civilization’ the British was advocating during this period - that of a 

free and just society. But the British took many of the existing forced labour practices which 

in pre-colonial period was limited to few of the Rajah's subject and expanded the scope of the 

system to include almost everyone in the State. 

The late nineteenth century and the remaining period of colonial rule was spent by the British 

in trying to consolidate their power in the region with the help of the ruling elite class like the 

Rajah and the pibas or the head of the clans in the valley, or the chief in hill areas, and in their 

endeavour, many of the old forms of forced labour were allowed to be continued. At the same 

time many of the labour owed to the rulers and chiefs were most of the time appropriated for 

British imperial use. They argued for the continuation of the systems on the ground that these 

labour were given as tribute and abolition of such practices would lead to open rebellion from 

the ruling elite. But their real concern was that if such practices were abolished then they 

would not get labour on time, and many of the state mechanism that depended on such labour 

would suffer. 

The British consciously kept some of the ‘unfree’ forms of labour in the state especially 

among the hill areas as labour were not willingly given forthcoming, and economically it also 

made more sense. Economic reason which was in some way responsible for the abolition of 

lallup, was also in some way the reason for retaining some form of forced labour in hill areas 

and the introduction of new form of forced labour in the valley. This policy of exacting 

tributary labour would later be also imposed on the tribes inhabiting the Lushai Hills and be a 

source of hardship for the people .57 
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The French Congo 

Several works have pointed out the contradictions between France’s revolutionary 

principles and the forms of labour in its colonies.58  Along a similar line, some revealed the 

economic interests behind French colonization in Africa59 while others denied it.60 Authors 

closely related to the theory of world-system economies have also highlighted the rentier 

mentality of French colonizers and the gap between an ideology that advocated free labour 

and the practice of forced labour.61 More recently, some historians have taken a new approach, 

emphasizing the complexity of French policies.62 Alice Conklin, for example, has shown that 

liberal ideals were not mere window-dressing for oppressive policies, but in fact set limits on 

the amount of coercion the colonial administration was permitted to use.63 This view partly 

reflects recent trends in comparative colonial legal history: Instead of expressing the yoke of 

colonialism, the multiplication of labour rules paved the way to complex social dynamics in 

which colonized peoples could claim and exercise rights attributed to them in theory but of 

little avail in practice.64 In Senegal, Louis Faidherbe had initially championed the 

assimilationist principle according to which French citizenship could be granted to all those 

who embraced the French political and “civilization” principles. Support for this approach 

gradually crumbled in the 1880s and the 1890s, when Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza, among the 

others, advocated the principle of association based on his experience in Equatorial Africa. 

According to this position, the main objective was to establish broad sovereignty and develop 

trade relations. Finally, by imitating its neighbour, the Belgian Congo, at the turn of the 

century the principle of incorporation founded on concession companies prevailed in the 

French Congo as well. In this case, French companies took control of the soil and had rights 

over labour as well. 

Many believed that Africans still were too backward to be assimilated; thus policies had to 

take into consideration local attitudes and customs and seek alliances with local chiefs. By the 

end of the nineteenth century, the possibility of assimilating Africans had been rejected both 

in mainland colonial circles influenced by racist trends in the social sciences and by the 

governor of FWA, Ernest Roume who considered it politically dangerous.65 Thus, even if the 
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Third Republic overcame previous attitudes towards African as “barbarians,” it simply 

wanted to legitimate the presence of its subject within the Republic, not to grant them full 

rights. Indeed, the rejection of assimilation was tantamount to saying that Africans were not 

yet capable of comprehending the meaning of freedom.66 

Thus French colonial policy remained in place, although major budgetary constraints were 

imposed upon it. At the turn of the century, balancing the budget and cutting expenses were 

both priorities on the political agenda. Such a balance seemed difficult to achieve, as the state 

was increasing its social intervention during the same period. Initial forms of social 

protection, along with the centralization of measures formerly handled by municipal 

authorities (control over markets, roads, etc.), put increasing pressure on the national 

government budget. In view of the limited political support for the occupation of Africa, the 

resources allocated for colonial policy implementation became the subject of intense 

negotiations. The need to balance the budget was underscored not only by those opposed to 

colonial expansion but also by liberals who were afraid of deviating from financial orthodoxy.  

Labour in French Equatorial Africa: from local slavery to colonial bondage 

Before the arrival of the French, slavery was practiced in the future territories of the FEA, as 

in other areas of Africa.67 For example, eastern Ubangi-Shari had been integrated into the 

Muslim economy of the Sahel and the Nile Basin mainly by Arab and Muslim merchants that 

penetrated the region between 1820 and 1850 in search of ivory and slaves.68  After that date, 

the demand for slaves was even greater in the Islamic world in general, especially in the Nile 

Valley. The arrival of the Khartoumers in Sudan launched the slave trade. A genuine slave-

based mode of production existed in the region. The land was desert, agriculture was 

abandoned, ivory was intended for export and the population formed a reservoir of slaves for 

the Islamic world. Towards the 1890s, when the French first penetrated the area, several 

decades of slavery and slave trade had already depopulated most of the villages and altered 

the activities and settlements of the remaining population.  

Domestic and other forms of slavery were widespread in Gabon before the arrival of the 

Europeans, but they further expanded when the colonists came around the middle of the 
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nineteenth century. At the time, slaves were used as porters, farm labourers and servants.69  

Animist tribes such as the NGao and the Babu were systematically raided by the sultans of 

north and northeast Upper Ubangi. The sultanate of Bangassu drew much of its strength from 

capturing slaves who were then sold to the sultans in Sudan. Rafaï and Semio, the other two 

sultanates of Upper Ubangi, were created during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. In 

theory, the sultans wielded absolute power in these entities; in reality, they shared it with clan 

chiefs. Bonded labourers, particularly the Nzakara and Zande peoples, were at the bottom of 

the social hierarchy, along with slaves from various other ethnic groups. When the Europeans 

appeared, the sultanates became their main collaborators and slave suppliers. Chad fell under 

the influence of the Sudanese caliphate of Sokoto, which possessed a huge contingent of 

slaves living on plantations, in villages or even in trade centers.70 Along the southern edge of 

the desert, nomadic merchants and herders owned numerous slaves acquired through desert 

raids or trading in the savanna. These slaves were used for heavy labour such as building 

dams, drenching animals, etc.  

In the Congo Equatorial Basin, large numbers of slaves were engaged in agriculture (tobacco, 

vegetable salt and sugarcane). In inland areas, slaves were usually associated with clan 

organization: They could be seized and had an exchange value precisely because they were 

not members of a clan. They could also be incorporated afterwards into one of the local clans. 

In this sense, slavery allowed clans to widen their line of descendants.71 

In all these regions, the characteristics of slavery were modified by the arrival of the 

Europeans. In the Lower Congo, the Mpongwe lost their role as middlemen between 

neighboring African populations and the Europeans and became servants or low-level 

employees in colonial stores.72 Similarly, the Loango and Bakongo clans further south could 

no longer act as brokers but instead became porters or even bonded labourers on coffee and 

cacao plantations. The inland population put up a longer resistance to European penetration, 

but in the north, the sultanates signed agreements with the Belgians and the French allowing 

them to engage in the slave trade until World War II.73  
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France adopted strategies similar to those of Britain.74 At a conference held in 1892, the 

French authorities declared there were more servants in their colonial territories than slaves. 

As servants, the Africans could not be liberated because their status in no way violated French 

law. When the French first began penetrating into the area, they encountered enormous  

difficulties in establishing posts and an organized administration. In this context, they were 

careful not to adopt aggressive politics against slavery, which would complicate an already 

fragile situation.  The elimination of slavery was not central to coping with economic 

development or depopulation.75 The lack of military forces encouraged military elites to use 

local slaves for their operations and many civilian colonial officers had no problem with 

slavery.76 The openness of the region made it hard to force abolition without causing the flight 

of an already limited population. Indeed, slavery and the slave trade were a threat to the 

colonial project by removing the people who collected rubber, ivory, and other products. 

However, many families who populated the area, notably the Fang, preferred to mix the 

market and autonomy, combining farming with hunting, gathering and fishing. They had no 

dead season, and when they sold to the market they did not intend to do it according to French 

requests in terms of products and prices. 

Thus, the French collected taxes and tended to break up lineages in order to enhance control. 

Chiefs were supposed to collect taxes, but the young were often aggrieved that the chiefs 

would not pay taxes on their behalf, and broke away to form their own small lineages.77 At the 

same time, the French collected taxes related to the export of these products. In reality, this 

vague definition of  “genuine slavery” was used to negotiate workforce availability with the 

local chiefs. During periods when preserving the alliance with clan chiefs was the top priority, 

African labourers were called “servants.” When, on the contrary, the manpower requirements 

of the colonial companies became critical or the colonial authorities wanted to flex their 

muscles in the direction of the local chiefs, the same labourers were referred to as “slaves” 

and thereby “freed” so they could be more or less reclaimed by the companies and the French 

authorities.78  Thus, in the 1890s, the French established posts where they hoped to gather 

fugitive slaves, and at the same time they signed treaties with local chiefs.79 At first, 

missionaries accepted fugitive slaves and tried to established villages de liberté similar to 
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those that had been set up in Sudan in 1894-1895.80 In those years, the French still lacked the 

strength to solve their dilemma: They needed good relations with the local chiefs and a labour 

force; if they pushed their demands too far, they risked losing both the chiefs’ support and the 

labour force; if they did not, they could not consolidate their position. Like the British in other 

areas, the French sold weapons to some chiefs, thus supporting warfare and enslavement and 

weakened their own position.81 Yet they continued to sell weapons to local chiefs without 

even mentioning slavery in their treaties until 1904.82 Officially, French policies aimed to 

achieve three objectives: abolish slavery, gradually introduce new labour rules, and create a 

genuine labour market. It never occurred to anyone that the new rules could be the same as 

those in force in France. Forced labour was included to meet the demands of both the colonial 

authorities and private companies;83 it was seen as necessary to help improve the “barbarian 

Africans”84 and cope with the lack of manpower.85 At the same time, France continued its 

“redemption”86 practices and the colonial authorities tried to persuade the chiefs to enforce the 

labour rules rather than impose them themselves. French policies did change, however, with 

the rise of the anti-colonial movement in France and the 1899 conference in Brussels (where 

the British tried to force the other colonial powers to adopt their anti-slavery policies). 

Between 1903 and 1905, slavery was declared illegal, first in FWA and then in FEA. In 1905, 

official French statistics, based on an unidentified calculation method, reported 2 million 

slaves in FWA out of a population of 8 million.87 According to the new strategy, it was 

necessary to eradicate slavery in order to break the resistance of the local chiefs and put an 

end to their “disloyalty.” 88  Colonialist discourse and the “civilizing mission” gained renewed 

momentum, along with the rhetoric about “vestiges of feudalism.” Such vestiges were said to 

prevail in Africa; the civilizing and colonizing mission was thus viewed as a new chapter of 

the revolution in France.89 Civilization was associated with private property, a free labour 

market and social stability. This was not pure rhetoric, however; a number of colonial officers 
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sincerely believed it. Nevertheless, they all expressed disappointment at the attitude of the 

Africans who, despite the “revolution” and the contribution of civilization, continued to 

“cheat,” i.e. they did not behave as the colonial authorities had hoped. Instead of “independent 

peasants” and urban workers, the French found themselves confronted with populations that 

migrated from one empire to another, often with the changing seasons.90 In 1905, slaves began 

a massive exodus throughout French Sudan, in spite of attempts on the part of the French to 

reconcile masters and slaves.91 The refugee communities in the Sudan posed a threat to the 

demographic stability of eastern Ubangi-Shari.92 Refugees and slave raiding were difficult to 

distinguish,93 while incidents between the French and local population increased.94 The regular 

army and concession militias intervened in joint acts of violence.95 

To counter these tendencies, the French authorities, again like the British, introduced highly 

repressive work discipline. The former slaves were not supposed to work wherever and 

whenever they thought best; if they did not have a proper labour contract, they could be found 

guilty of vagabondage; if they left before their task was completed, they would be sentenced 

for desertion.96 Such measures proved ineffective, however, due to the unwillingness of the 

various colonial authorities to cooperate with each other – the French, British, Belgian 

German and Portuguese were all competing for manpower and always ready to recover 

fugitives.97 The coercive measures were also weakened by competition within the French 

empire itself, between different regions or even between companies and public authorities. In 

1904-1905, the Congo was definitively placed under French administrative control; its 

territory was divided into four main areas: Gabon, Middle-Congo, Ubangi-Shari, and Chad. A 

General Commissar directly oversaw the Middle-Congo, while a lieutenant-governor ruled 

Gabon.  

However, the economic exploitation of the area was difficult: In 1902, the value of FEA’s 

exports in current dollars was 1.6 million, compared with 13.1 million for FWA. By 1913, the 
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latter had reached 29.2 million dollars in exports, while FEA exports stagnated.98 The colonial 

powers, particularly France and Belgium, developed an interest in the Congo and Gabon only 

with the rise of steamboat navigation, when it became possible to use the Congo River to 

transport products and link up with the various European empires in Africa. It should also be 

emphasized that the French government was generally reluctant to finance its colonies and 

preferred to concentrate its limited allocations in FWA.99 During this period (1900-1920), 

France adopted the concession system, i.e. it granted operating monopolies to private 

enterprises. From this standpoint, the colonial policies in FEA differed significantly from 

those in neighboring FWA, where concessions were seldom awarded and private companies 

dominated. Despite these advantages, few companies invested in FEA prior to World War I 

and almost none before 1900. French capitalists preferred Turkey, Russia and Indochina to 

Africa, particularly Equatorial Africa, which was considered too difficult to exploit profitably. 

By 1903, only a third of the companies set up in the previous ten years were still in operation; 

they merged over next few years to the point where, in 1909, only six companies controlled 

all French activities in FEA.100 Until the 1920s, these companies ran a predatory economy, 

trying to obtain a maximum amount of resources with minimum investment and maximum 

coercion. Their operations were not very profitable. 

The only certitude was that population was scarce. Thus, the commercial traffic between 

Stanley-Pool and the Upper Congo, linking Boubangui, Batéké and Bakongo, included slaves, 

manioc, ivory and European goods. This trade was carried out by the Fang people from the 

Gabonese coast to the Moyen-Ogooué province.101 Outside this circuit, the French Army, the 

concession companies and the colonial state had to resort to porters, whom they constantly 

criticized for their native indolence and laziness.102 This argument was to prove useful to the 

concession companies in suggesting the need for coercion.103  In the absence of any explicit 

governmental authorization on this point – but with all the ambiguities mentioned earlier – the 

concession companies were able to recruit labourers either directly or through tribal chiefs. 

Most often, the companies and the government chose to work with the chiefs. However, the 

authority of the local chiefs was often limited to their own villages, and in any case they 
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seldom supplied all the manpower requested.104 The companies usually paid in kind, arguing 

that local workers did not understand the meaning of money. Some chose the approach used 

by planters in Assam and the Mascarenes: They kept wages to help Africans save, but also to 

protect themselves against possible misconduct.105 

Tensions mounted, especially over portage. The French authorities and the concession 

companies had an enormous need for porters.106 Nevertheless, the companies abused the 

porters: They not only did not pay them, but they extended their engagement longer than 

stipulated in the initial agreement.107  This type of forced labour generated a considerable 

amount of resistance and desertion.108 The French military authorities then turned to various 

forms of forced requisition: Women were taken hostage until the men presented themselves.109 

Later on, some concessions adopted the same principle, which was the source of the main 

scandals in the French Congo at the time.110  Wages were very low or even non-existent in 

view of the extremely hard labour involved; recruiters carried out manhunts around deserted 

villages, notably in the Cercle de Gribingui area.111 The French League of Human Rights 

denounced the abuses,112 but little was done concretely to stop these practices. 

Violence was not the only problem; due to the requisition of manpower by the colonial 

powers, there were not enough labourers for the local farms. Collaboration between the 

colonial authorities, concession companies and local chiefs was more harmonious in the 

Upper Ubangui, particularly in the territory of the Sultanates.113 The three small potentates of 

Bangassou, Rafaï and Semio also relied on slaves they acquired through raids or trade.114  

Encouraged by the French authorities, the Compagnie (later: Société) des Sultanats decided to 

seek the support of these potentates and their workforce.115 The idea was to exchange 

European products, already widely used by the elites of the Sultanates, for rubber produced by 
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the sultans’ slaves.116 However, the local chiefs either did not supply the manpower they had 

promised or they failed to provide sufficient numbers to satisfy the French companies.117 The 

often violent clashes with the local population increased,118 notably in response to the actions 

of militias employed by the concession companies.119 

Huge debates took place in France at the turn of the century concerning their political, legal 

and economic legitimacy.120 All these aspects were linked to the role of the colonial state: on 

the one hand, it delegated much of its authority to the concessions on the pretext that it lacked 

the necessary financing to become directly involved in African colonization. On the other 

hand, that same colonial state thought the concession system lent itself to fraud and abuse.121 

This twofold connection between the colonial state and the concessions, already of 

considerable importance with regard to profits and taxation, became even more problematic 

when it came to labour and violence against local populations. The fact that taxes could be 

paid in kind and in labour and not necessarily in cash made it difficult to separate taxation and 

labour; the payment of taxes through concession companies thus paved the way to the worst 

abuses; local workers were compelled to work for the companies to redeem their “debts” to 

the colonial state.122 Violence was widely used to enforce this rule.123 

Conclusion. Colonial state and free labour: universal meanings vs local practises 

 In India, the return to indirect rule during the second half of the nineteenth century once 

again went along with renewed tolerance towards “local customs.” The British showed similar 

attitudes in a completely different context, namely Africa. They initially exported their notion 

of the colonial state developed in India, seeking agreements with local chiefs while tolerating 

local forms of slavery. It was only when these alliances collapsed and the abolitionist 

movement reinforced its position regarding Africa that direct rule and the prohibition of 
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slavery developed.124 The Lushai Hills ant the French Congo as a ‘non-state space’ as 

postulated by Scott is also not a novel one or unique in its understanding as frontier had also 

been studied much from these perspective.125 But by the term  ‘non-state space’ it should not 

mean that the state was not present in their discourse, or that state did not want to do anything 

with these people in the hills and frontiers. Zomia was always within the realm of the state, 

and always within the discourse of the state as controlling these area were crucial for the 

peace, prosperity and stability of the state. 

The notion of zomia also hardly fits with the French Congo. The French pursued their 

civilizing mission, but the possibility of imposing these attitudes was greater in Senegal than 

in the Congo. It was undoubtedly more difficult to establish a colonial state in the Congo: 

more power was attributed to military than to civilian colonial authorities, and it was 

accompanied by more violence and abuses. In French West Africa (FWA) the civilizing 

mission was a topic of discussion and policy debates;126 in the FEA, debates focused on the 

relative strength of military vs. civilian power and the brutal exploitation of local resources. 

In short, the “colonial state” encompassed various institutional actors: private 

companies (in India and the Congo), state officials and law courts. For institutional and 

ideological reasons, these actors advocated and tried to practice different policies with regard 

to sovereignty and slavery. Some were genuine abolitionists; some were merely opportunistic 

abolitionists; still others were hostile to local autonomy and because of that, they fought local 

forms of slavery. Efforts to implement abolitionist aims ran up against these diverse attitudes 

within the administration as well as lack of organization and information. In addition, local 

societies, which presented a similar variety of attitudes, also played an active role; chiefs, 

merchants, slaves and former slaves transmuted the initial, often contradictory aims of the 

colonial powers into something else. In the end, the top-down activity of the state was 

certainly stressed in many – though not all – colonial contexts, but it tended to be an aim and 

ambition more than a historical reality. Colonial and post-colonial studies often confused 

aims, goals and practices.  
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At the same time, we should not exaggerate the opposite interpretation and focus 

exclusively on the lack of power of the colonial state. Even when the colonial state was weak, 

as Herbst points out, even when the state was a private company, aided if necessary by 

military and paramilitary forces, the violence was extreme. Just because the ideal type of 

efficient state was not achieved does not mean the state did not matter. While British norms 

and perceptions translated into various forms of bondage and slavery in India, and thereby 

helped perpetuate slavery well after its official abolition, those institutions nevertheless 

predated any British intervention. The solution adopted in India and the practices that were 

accepted did not result solely from British influences, but rather from the interaction between 

those influences and local labour relationships and values. Europeans did not create slavery in 

India and Africa, but they transformed its existing forms and introduced new ones.  At the 

opposite, Henri Maine identify status with despotism and ancient societies like India and its 

casts. Starting from this experience, he reached the conclusion that the legal opposition in 

Britain itself between masters and servants was no longer acceptable. 

Such mutual influence between the mainland and its colonies did not necessarily lead 

to more “freedom” in the colonies and convergent paths between the two. Indeed, it was quite 

the contrary. Although the rhetoric assimilating slaves to proletarians was widespread in both 

France and Britain during the first half of the nineteenth century, it reflected a political and 

ideological attitude occasionally espoused by conservatives and by some labour associations 

as well. The Indian experience encouraged people like Henri Maine to support the abolition of 

the Masters and Servants Acts in Britain while keeping coercion alive in India. 

Worse still, the French constantly sought to impose their own categories and values in what 

they believed was their civilizing mission. In this effort, they also tried to limit the influence 

of local and colonial values and attitudes. 

Finally, at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth
 
centuries, it was no more question to 

discuss the abolition of slavery in the European colonies, but, quite the opposite, to occupy 

new territories in the name of freedom. The scramble for Africa responded to this goal. From 

this standpoint, the colonies  were no more an extension of the mainland, its extreme 

variation, but its negation. No question to grant any kind of welfare to liberated Africans; 

instead, a transition period of cultural and technical apprenticeship was required before they 

could understand and practice freedom. The state and the welfare state enhanced one each 

other in France and Britain, while in the frontier colonies weak colonial states, military 

presence, violence and coerced labour were bound together. 


